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You need to help pilots to fly this procedure… easy with a coding and Arinc Decoder :

For runway 33 there’s a coded and official approach RNAV, we will take 2 first fixes and then fly the
circling.

When at 2 PPG you “open” to the right hdg 012°for 3.3 Nm (cat C coding) then heading 327 for 1.7 Nm
then U turn left to the final.
We will code a RF, but 2 TF could be OK for olds aircrafts that don’t fly RFs….
Visual approach so no missed approach coded.
I start with the existing FACF and FAF of the RNAV 33 –Y (Z is a LPV approach)

IMP33 +2000 and FP33Y at 2000.
Then I have to find the waypoint on the final at 2Nm PPG (Step 1)
Then I have to compute from this point 3.3 Nm the waypoint in the 012° (Step 2)
Same, 1.7Nm in the 327, another wpt at the end of the downwind leg. (Step 3)
Left turn to final, with RF, need to determine the Runway axis and the Final Fix perfectly aligned (Step 4).
Prepare the coding (Step 5)
Determinate where has to be the RF center fix (Step 6)
Determine the vertical profile. (Step 7)

Step 1, determine if the waypoint PPG 2 exists in our A424 file:
Plot all the terminal waypoints of LFMP.

And

Plot PPG and create a circle of 2Nm around

YES !!!! 2PPG already exists in runway axis and its name is easy to remember… PPG20
Find it, and same, select it’s compass.

The fix is plotted in the left square.

Step 2: From there we want to compute a waypoint 3.3 Nm in the mag12°
First, find the good magvar, the one coded in the waypoint is never updated, so if the waypoint is 20
years old… MagVar is wrong…
The airport magvar is 1°E. We can change this value.

So enter 13° track, 3.3Nm distance and press “compute”. The waypoint will be in the right box.
Press on the “C” between Lat and Lon; to copy somewhere those coordinates we will use later.
DW15 :N42462969E002542111

Step 3… from this point, in the 327 for 1.7 Nm, create a new Waypoint.
Press on the arrow in the middle of the form, to put this last point in the left box.

And again, insert 1.7, in the 328 (327+1) compute and you can copy (by pressing “C”) the coordinates in
your working file.

BL15: N42475621E002530769

Step 4: The final has to be in the runway axis.
Open the runways of LFMP and click in the compass RW33 then RW12 to have the initial heading.

The Track & distance module will show this:

Put RW15 on the left (middle top blue arrow)

Track 328.29, distance 5 (example first) + Compute + Plot. Then button make a line between those 2
points.

N42493007E002480788 = 5Nm Final.

So… we now need to find the RF between the DWN leg and the Final Leg.
Easy….
We have enough material to start the coding.

Step 5: Prepare the coding.
Open “Procedure Design”

Create a new procedure…. Enter LFMP and give a name… R15-C for Circling 15.

Press “Get the basic data”
Save it and select its type:

We can select IMP33 for first point, (IF)

And then save it.
Then PPG20. Select it and press “TF”
The points after are custom and have been created in the steps before…
Press

to save their coordinates:

copy/paste datas then press OK.
Going on with the point 5Nm from runway, call it FAF, it will obviously be displaced later.
And finish with the runway 15. (press RWY , let the angle at 3°, we’ll change it after) The altitude will be
by default 50’ above runway threshold.
Save.
If you plot it… this will be shown… it’s not finish at all.

Step 6: code a RF leg between downwind leg to finale leg.
In the same module, click on

Select each waypoint and import them by clicking on the “import” buttons.
Do that for 4 points, this to join the 2 lines. 1-2-3-4 will be DWN15-BSE15- FAF15-RWY15, like this:

Indicate it’s a left turn and click on “Compute”

It doesn’t work and it’s normal, we know that the FAF15 is not at the right place… (We only place it on
the runway axis, the 5Nm distance had no sense)
So we can redo the computation by moving “3” on the line 3-4 (If it’s going worse, change the “Away” or
“Closer”) and when it’s going better, do it until the “Precision” value doesn’t change and the precision is
enough…

Now the precision is of 24 centimetres (we can’t get better with A424 coordinates in 1/100 seconds)
We have the new position of the FAF and the Center Fix of the RF leg.
Press the little “C” bellow FAF coordinates, which will put them in the clipboard.
In the Procedure design module, select the FAF15 waypoint, press on delete, then do a new FAF15 with
coordinates pasted.
Create a new waypoint for the RF center…
“Add Waypoint”, name it CTRRF (example of course) and paste the coordinates you copy when clicking
in the “C” above center coordinates…

In our coding, remove the line with the TF FAF15

Then,
Give the number 50 for the line we will put (the same than the line we removed)
Indicate the CTR will be CTRRF
Select the FAF15 waypoint to go to.

Finally, Press “RF”
The line will be inserted… but things are missing…

If you select the line, red boxes indicate that turn direction is mandatory and is missing, distance + arc
radius are also missing.
Press on “Best data” and data will be calculated and inserted when you press on “validate”

You can save and test it.

(it’s still OK with the PRD zone R89)

Laterally, it’s working. Now we have to work on the vertical profile.

Step 7, vertical coding:
We see a glide path constraint in this approach, there’s a PAPI and it is at 3.7°

Click on the last segment, in the Angle Box, modify the value by 3.7°

Validate and Save.
Make a test…

The FAF is now at 860 feet, with the minima at 920 feet, it has good sense.
We can code IMP33 like it is on 33 approach, at 2000’
PPG20 + DWN15 + BSE15 coded 900 or above.
FAF15 at 860’.
And vertical profile can be this one… to be tested in flight simulator…

Mandatory values can be added with each time the best data value.

